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As a new support structure system, the double-row pile is widely used in foundations
in pit engineering, slope engineering, water conservancy engineering, and other fields.
It has a big horizontal stiffness and strong anti-overturning ability and has less impact
on the surrounding neighboring existing buildings (structures) when it is applied. It
must be mentioned that the design experience of the double-row pile is ahead of the
theory, and some research has been carried out on double-row pile support
structures. This work reviews and evaluates the force deformation and earth
pressure on piles of double-row piles, including pile deformation damage
mechanism, soil pressure distribution law, and double-row pile structure form. In
addition, the problems and shortcomings of the current double-row pile research are
concluded. These results have enriched the study of the mechanism of double-row
piles, provided the theoretical guidance for double-row pile support structures, and
laid the foundation for further theoretical research.
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INTRODUCTION

The double-row pile support structure is evolved from the single-row pile support structure, and this
support structure has good force performance; its stability and stiffness of lateral displacement
resistance are more excellent than a single row of piles. The double-row pile support structure mainly
consists of a front pile, back pile, crown beam, and connecting beam (Gong, 1998; Technical
specification, 2021), which can be regarded as a space structure system that connects the tops of two
parallel rows of anti-slip piles with the rigid connecting beam. The double-row pile support structure
is shown in Figure 1.

The double-row pile support structure is a spatial support structure system formed by adjusting
the pile position so that part of the pile is retracted to form a rectangle or plum shape and connected
at the top of the pile with connecting beams and crown beams (Wang and Liu, 2001; Yang andWang,
2010; Li, 2013). This support structure can ensure a better support effect without increasing or
adding a small number of piles. There are various ways of laying piles for double-row pile support
structures: zigzag, plum, double triangle, single triangle, rectangular lattice, continuous arch, single
arch, and T-shape (Fan, 2009; Zhu, 2013). Among them, rectangular lattice and plum are more
common in actual projects. The forms of double-row piles are shown in Figure 2.

These are the advantages of double-row pile support structures compared to single-row piles:
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1) When pipelines, subways, foundations of adjacent buildings,
basements, or other obstacles around the foundation pit make
it impossible to apply anchors, a double-row pile support
structure can be used.

2) When the water table around the foundation pit is high, it is
difficult to make holes with anchor rods and a double-row pile
support structure can be used.

3) When the geological conditions around the pit are complex
and cannot provide sufficient anchorage, a double-row pile
support structure can be used.

4) According to local laws and regulations, when the anchors
cannot exceed the red line of the site, a double-row pile
support structure can be used.

5) When a single row of anchor piles cannot meet the
requirements of horizontal displacement control, an
anchor-pulling double-row pile support structure can be used.

STUDY OF THE MECHANICAL MODEL OF
DOUBLE-ROW PILE AND SOIL PRESSURE

Some foreign scholars have explored the mechanical model of the
double-row pile and soil pressure. Franx and Boonstra (1948),
HeymanBoersma (1961), and Wenz (1973) studied the internal
force and deformation of piles under lateral soil pressure and
found that the deformation damage of piles is strongly related to
the amount of soil displacement. Oteo (1974) and Nicu et al.

(1971) derived the formula for the quantitative relationship
between soil displacement and pile internal force based on the
summary of previous studies. Marche and Lacroix (1972) derived
the conversion equation of the modulus of elasticity of the pile
with the horizontal displacement of the pile and the vertical
displacement of the pile top. Begemann and DeLeeuw, (1972)
approximated the distribution of the pile as a continuous wall and
calculated the distribution of the pile displacement field and stress
field by considering the pile as a rigid body. Tschebotariof (1973)
applied the Rankine soil pressure theory, assuming a triangular
distribution of soil pressure along the pile body, and calculated
the internal forces and displacements of the pile body by the soil
pressure acting on it. Springman (1989) and Stewart et al. (1994)
established a formula for the interaction between the soil and pile
of a double-row pile and calculated the distribution of soil
pressure and the distribution of bending moment and
displacement of the pile.

In China, the most representative is the volume ratio
coefficient method proposed by He et al. (1996) based on the
classical soil pressure theory.

The soil pressure of the front and rear piles is calculated
according to the volume of the sliding soil between piles that
accounts for the total volume of the whole sliding soil. The
calculation formula of the proportional coefficient a is
expressed as:

a � L × (2L0 − L)/L2
0, (1)

L0 � H tan(450 − ϕ/2), (2)
where a is the coefficient of volume ratio, L is the row spacing of
double-row piles, L0 is the distance from the intersection of the
slip surface and top of the foundation pit to the edge of the
foundation pit, H is the depth of the foundation pit, and ϕ is the
angle of internal friction of soil.

The volume ratio coefficient method proposed a calculation
model of the double-row pile and the coupling beam at the top of
the pile as the rigid frame structure. The pile body and the
coupling beam are rigid connections and are only translational
without rotation. The disadvantage of the volumetric
proportional coefficient method is that the distribution of soil
pressure in front- and back-row piles is artificially distributed,
and the actual stress of pile and soil is not considered.

According to the classical Rankine earth pressure theory, the
rigid-plastic analysis method proposed by Huang (1995) takes the
land studied as a rigid-plastic body analysis. The shear failure
surface of the soil is changed due to the existence of rear piles, and
the distribution of soil pressure is different with or without
rear piles.

The total weight of soil per unit length W is expressed as:

W � γb[z − b

2
tan(η)]. (3)

The resultant force of soil active earth pressure is expressed as:

W � γb[z − b

2
tan(η)] tan(η − φ). (4)

FIGURE 1 | Double-row pile support structure.
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Considering that the existence of the back-row pile changes
the shear fracture surface of the back-row pile, according to the
limit equilibrium principle dEa/dη � 0, the equation is given as
follows:

z/b � 0.5[tan η + tan(η − φ)cos2(η − φ)/cos2 η]. (5)
Assuming that the sum of lateral earth pressure acting on the

front and rear piles is Rankine active earth pressure, the influence
of spacing between the front and rear piles is approximately
considered.

On the basis of previous studies, a new calculation method for
the soil behind piles is proposed by Cheng and Zhang (2001). It is
considered that the soil pressure between piles can be neglected
compared with the soil behind piles. Double-row piles can be
regarded as a statically indeterminate structure of a steel frame
inserted into the soil. Due to the existence of the back-row piles,
the soil sliding surface is no longer a fixed value 450 + ϕ/2, but
with the change of depth–width ratio, ξ � z/b.The calculation

formula of active earth pressure of front- and back-row piles is
derived.

The active earth pressure formula of front-row piles is:

eaf � (1 + a)ea (triangular form), (6)
eaf � (1 − a)ea (rec tan gular form). (7)

The active earth pressure formula of back-row piles is:

eab � (1 − a)ea, (8)
where a is the area ratio of the front soil to the back soil of the rear
pile, a � (2bz cot η − b2)/(z cot η − b2).

Although the theoretical calculation method proposed by
Cheng Zhiyan considers the influence of the existence of the
back-row piles on the sliding surface, the double-row piles as
statically indeterminate structures do not consider the
deformation coordination effect of the front- and back-row piles.

Xiong (1999) takes the different row spacing of double-row
piles as the study’s starting point. When the row spacing is greater

FIGURE 2 | Forms of double-row piles: (A) rectangular lattice, (B) double-arch, (C) single-arch, (D) T-shaped, (E) continuous arch, (F) plum blossom, (G) double-
triangle, and (H) single-triangle.
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than 8 times the pile diameter, the double-row pile support
structure can be regarded as an anchor pull structure. When
the row spacing is between 4 and 8 times the pile diameter, the
double-row pile supporting structure can be regarded as the
portal frame structure inserted into the soil. The front and
rear piles are rigidly connected with the connecting beam, and
the internal force is calculated using the knowledge of structural
mechanics. When the row spacing is less than 4 times the pile
diameter, the calculation method of equivalent bending stiffness
is proposed so that it can be calculated by the elastic fulcrum
method and applied to engineering examples. The feasibility of
this method is proved. The basic principle of equivalent bending
stiffness is to represent the front-row pile, the back-row pile, and
the soil between piles to the stiffness and convert it into an
equivalent continuous wall through the formula, with the
thickness of h1, h2, and h3, respectively.

Zhang (1993) proposed the modified ultimate earth pressure
method to calculate the earth pressure on the pile body. He
regarded the soil between piles as an infinite elastic body subject
to lateral constraints. Considering the constraint effect of the
crown beam on the top of the pile, it is taken that the transverse
strain at a certain depth is 0, and the earth pressure acting on the
back of the front-row pile is expressed as:

σ1 � μγz/(1 − μ), (9)
where μ is the Poisson’s ratio of the soil behind the wall, γ is the
gravity of soil behind the wall, and z is the vertical distance from
the ground to the calculation point.

The lateral earth pressure acting on the front row of piles epf′ is
calculated according to the reduced passive earth pressure, and
the formula is expressed as:

epf
′ � k1ep � k1(γzkp + 2c




kp

√ ), (10)

where k1 is the reduction coefficient of passive earth pressure,
0.5–0.7 based on experience, and kp is the coefficient of passive
earth pressure.

The calculation of earth pressure acting on the back-row pile is
σ1 � μγz/(1 − μ).

The earth pressure acting on the rear pile is between the active
earth pressure and the static earth pressure, and the formula is:

eab � k2ea � k2(γzka − 2c



ka

√ ), (11)
where k2 is the reduction coefficient of active earth pressure,
1.1–1.2 based on experience, and ka is the coefficient of active
earth pressure.

At present, the elastic foundation beam method based on the
Winkler theory is widely used in the research of the double-row
pile theory. Its advantage is to consider the interaction between
pile and soil, set the lateral soil spring on the pile–soil interface,
and replace the coefficient of the horizontal subgrade reaction of
soil between piles with spring stiffness. The soil pressure acting on
each part of the pile is calculated by method “m” below the
excavation surface of the foundation pit, and then the internal
force of each part of the pile is obtained according to the
calculation of the rigid bent frame in structural mechanics.

Liu (1992) believed that the soil between piles above the
excavation face is disturbed by the lateral movement of the
pile, so it is regarded as an infinite soil with lateral constraints.
According to the physical equation of the plane strain problem,
the distribution formula of soil pressure between piles along
depth is obtained. It is considered that the back-row piles
above the excavation face bear active earth pressure and the
piles below the excavation face are calculated by the foundation
beam method. Then, the differential equations of the front- and
rear-piles and coupling beams are established and solved under
certain boundary conditions.

After the double-row piles enter the working state, the soil
between piles is disturbed by the translation of the pile body. The
soil above the bottom of the foundation pit can be approximately
regarded as semi-infinite soil subjected to lateral constraints,
which can be simplified as a plane strain problem. According
to the corresponding physical equation, assuming that the soil
between piles does not have a transverse strain, the lateral
pressure of soil between piles can be expressed as Chen et al.
(2021) and Chen et al. (2021):

p1 � μγy/(1 − μ),
px � b0khx,

(12)

where b0 is the calculated width of the pile, Kh is the coefficient of
the horizontal foundation, and X is the lateral displacement.

Zheng and Liu (2004) proposed a new finite element model of
a plane rod system considering pile–soil interaction based on the
Winkler elastic foundation beam theory. By setting soil springs
between double-row piles, the soil between piles is regarded as a
thin compression layer to simulate the deformation coordination
between piles and soil. The soil pressure under the excavation face
is also replaced by the soil spring to simulate the passive soil
pressure in front of the front-row pile in foundation pit
excavation. Setting soil spring is advantageous in avoiding the
artificial distribution of soil pressure distribution of the front- and
rear-piles. When the row spacing of double-row piles is
reasonable, the horizontal foundation reaction coefficient of
soil between piles is used to replace the spring stiffness. The
horizontal foundation reaction coefficient k can be calculated by
the following simplified formula:

K � ES/H, (13)
where Es is the horizontal compressive modulus of soil between
piles and H is the thickness of the soil between piles.

SUMMARY

In summary, previous studies on double-row pile support
structures have made some achievements. However, as a more
complex system, there are still some problems to be solved:

1) The deformation mechanism of the double-row pile
supporting structure is still unclear, especially the
deformation laws of the front-and rear-piles in the
excavation process need to be further studied.
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2) The distribution of soil pressure on the front- and rear-piles is
still unclear. At present, most of the calculation methods are
based on the Rankine semi-infinite soil theory to calculate the
soil pressure between the front- and rear-piles, resulting in the
calculation results of soil pressure being too great. The soil
around the pile is regarded as a rigid-plastic body without
considering the pile–soil interaction.

3) At present, the design of a double-row pile supporting
structure in practical engineering mainly relies on the
existing norms and engineering experience. The structure is
relatively traditional, and it is necessary to further optimize
and innovate under special construction conditions.

Therefore, it is necessary to further study the change of soil
pressure and deformation mechanism of the double-row pile
supporting structure to achieve a better engineering application
effect.
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